
Creating unique and timeless wedding day movies that couples love watching together, over and over again.

Gold Platinum Diamond
                                              Package                        Package                  Package*

Number of DVDs                     Four                             Four                         Four
Provided

USB Drive with Movie Yes Yes Yes                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                             
Professional Artistic                Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Editing                                                                                

Personalized Motion               Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Menus with Chapters

Classy Scrolling Credits          Yes                               Yes                           Yes
Listing Wedding Party

Coverage Begins                   30 minutes           When bride When bride                    
                                            prior to the    arrives at arrives at
                                            ceremony          the church the salon                         

for preparations

Coverage Ends         After all special            After all special      Conclusion
                                          events and events and              of the
                                           special dances               special dances         reception
                                            at the reception            at the reception        
                                                  (Coverage includes (Coverage includes         

bouquet toss,               bouquet toss,                
garter toss,            garter toss,  
etc.)            etc.)

Investment                 $1199                          $1399                   $1999

*Diamond Package also
includes all raw high definition 
video footage delivered on a
USB drive.

Raw footage ONLY (unedited) option with all high definition footage delivered on a USB hard drive.  This unique approach 
bridges the gap for couples who want professional-quality footage without the price tag of a Hollywood production.  All of the 
footage from the day is provided on a USB hard drive for couples who may watch it in its original form, edit their own videos, or 
hire a professional editor later when they can afford to do so.

Four hours of coverage    Six hours of coverage          Eight hours of coverage
$799       $899               $999

Extras

A trailer similar to those on the website moravecfilms.com with highlights of your big day set to one song is available for an 
additional $399.

If I am already booked to film another event on your wedding day, you may provide footage of your wedding day which I can then edit 
to create a trailer similar to those on my website set to one song for $399.  If you would my list of ten tips for shooting video to be used 
to create a wedding day trailer, please e-mail me and I will get that right out to you to assist you in filming your wedding day.

Rehearsal dinner (including speeches, etc.) coverage is available for $399.

A short edited film of your honeymoon comprised of photos and video clips you provide is available for $399.


